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A B S T R A C T

Fifty years of evolution in infection prevention and control programs have involved signiﬁcant accomplishments related to clinical practices, methodologies, and technology. However, regulatory mandates, and
resource and research limitations, coupled with emerging infection threats such as the COVID-19 pandemic,
present considerable challenges for infection preventionists. This article provides guidance and recommendations in 14 key areas. These interventions should be considered for implementation by United States
health care facilities in the near future.
© 2022 Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology, Inc. Published by Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.

2022 marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology (APIC),
an organization devoted to advancing the science and practice of
infection prevention and control. Over these years, the position
and department title has transitioned from “Infection Control” to
“Infection Prevention and Control” in order to better reﬂect the
fundamental goals. In addition, infection prevention (IP) programs
in health care facilities nation-wide have enhanced the culture of
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safety through modiﬁcations in each organization’s systems of care
by assessing efﬁcacy, and revising, standardizing, and monitoring
clinical and ancillary practices. Coordinated efforts at reducing
health care-associated infections (HAIs) have been determined to
be effective to vary degrees when IP programs are provided with
adequate resources and supported by the implementation of evidence-based strategies.1,2 Multifaceted HAI prevention programs
have been proven to be cost-effective, a ﬁnding of vital importance
in the present landscape of health care reimbursement and therefore, in the overall ﬁnancial health of the institution.3,4 IP efforts
have been facilitated by the application of such fundamental tools
as core components,5 competency models,6 and implementation
science7 which assist infection preventionists (IPs) to bridge gaps
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between organizational barriers to change and successful outcomes.
Although marked with many signiﬁcant triumphs over our ﬁrst
50 years, IP challenges posed in present-day health care settings have
created new questions and compelled IPs to re-assess our approaches
to reduce infection risk and to control known and emerging pathogens. This article, authored by experienced IPs, epidemiologists, and
other content experts, provides guidance for addressing critical issues
currently affecting IP programs with an emphasis on the implementation of innovative, cost-effective, and evidence-based interventions,
engaging health care leaders and experts in clinical care in proven
prevention measures, holding staff accountable, and adopting highreliability principles.

KEY IP CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE:
IP Program Standardization
The creation of reliable design of processes is a methodology that
has been used in businesses including the airline industry and health
care to produce better outcomes by reducing defects such as the ineffective use of time. According to the science of reliable design, the
establishment of such a template IP program would support replication of best practices, avoidance of errors, and would ultimately optimize processes.8-10 The Infrastructure Report and the APIC IP
Competency Model provide a starting point for the creation of this
reliable design, by recommending standard priority areas of focus for
IP professionals.11,12 However, neither provides scientiﬁc evidence to
recommend a standard percentage of time dedicated to each priority
area, in addition to recommendations regarding other critical components of an IP program including stafﬁng levels, (interns, surveillance
assistance, IP lead, manager, director, etc.) reporting structure and
physician participation.
Currently, how IPs allocate their time each day varies widely
among health care facilities and across the continuum of care, driven
in part by regulations, the priorities of the IPs’ manager, and by the
strengths and interests of the IP professional. The 2015 APIC Mega
Report provides a listing of the average percent of time spent on key
IP focus areas but does not address the variability from hospital to
hospital.11
Although reporting structure is key to the success of an IP program, there is currently wide variation regarding hierarchical reporting with some programs reporting to Quality departments, some to
Nursing, some to patient safety, and a few directly to the C Suite or
executive level.13 Physician partnership in IP programs have been
proven to be important for optimal outcomes, although at present
there is no national certiﬁcation process to support standardization
of the role and training of the physician in IP programs.14 And ﬁnally,
IP department stafﬁng is also lacking standardization. A recent peerreviewed study concludes that the actual IP stafﬁng level in US hospitals is anywhere between 31% and 66% above the current outdated
benchmark of 0.5-1.0 IP per 100 occupied beds.15 Research is needed
in order to deﬁne the ideal for each of these essential program components, which would together provide a reliable design for a best
practice IP program.
Also, the pandemic has shown us the importance and need for
more robust IP in different care settings, for example, nursing homes,
behavioral health centers, and long-term acute care (LTAC) centers.
In addition, ambulatory and outpatient IP is an ever important area
requiring additional IP presence that is also lacking and frequently on
the lowest priority for the average IP assigned to the acute care
setting. The best practice IP program must, therefore, address IP
across the continuum of care, spanning from outpatient to acute, to
alternative care settings.16

Surveillance
The National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) has served as the
backbone of HAI surveillance with nearly 25,000 participating medical facilities.17 Standardized surveillance deﬁnitions and their application became all-encompassing to a point that for many IPs it
deﬁned their profession. As years passed, surveillance deﬁnitions
became complicated, inconsistent from year to year, and subject to
interpretative bias. In 2015, a systematic review was published
highlighting this variability with 1 signiﬁcant-conclusion, surveillance deﬁnitions need to be revised.18 NHSN deﬁnitions have been
scrutinized over the years due to criteria that are perceived to not
better reﬂect the clinical representation. Therefore, new partnerships
between NHSN and the IP community, and other stakeholders will be
important to evolve to future measures that are easily captured and
more reﬂective of the quality of clinical care and processes. In addition, surveillance metrics became tied to public reporting measures,
federal incentives, and penalties, as well as private insurer quality
metrics that drove reimbursement. This phenomenon has increased
pressure on IP programs to ensure prospective surveillance that is
rooted in accuracy and speed.
Given the scope and complexity of surveillance activities, it has
been estimated that 45% of IP time is consumed by this activity.
According to Hebden, most IP programs have not addressed this
unsustainable time requirement by adopting an electronic solution
which is also known as a data mining system. This has a signiﬁcant
impact on performance improvement activities and other IP program-related functions, particularly in a low-resourced department.
Surveillance accuracy was also determined to be poor and according
to a 2017 study respondents to case studies over 6 years showed
62.5% accuracy with a range of 16%-87%.19 Manual surveillance has
proven itself to have inaccuracies and unsustainable time commitment which negatively impact IP programs exponentially.
Automated surveillance software has recently been addressing a
need for accuracy and time efﬁciency. Multiple vendors are now
competing to provide medical facilities with agile and user-friendly
tools to achieve surveillance goals. However, caution must be taken
when determining the appropriate surveillance system for IP programs. A systematic review published in 2020, concluded that estimated beneﬁts of automated surveillance were still premature and
that less than 20% of the studies were able to cite any efﬁciencies
gained.20 These ﬁndings are directly tied to multiple factors that IP
must consider. Many systems offer a wide array of solutions and
integration within facility electronic health records (EHR). However,
the ability to detect speciﬁc EHR information will render automated
surveillance a success or a failure.21 The main factors that IP must
consider include implementation, maintenance, and training costs,
prerequisites for integrating communication between the surveillance system and the multitude of modules in an EHR, reporting
and install capabilities, malleability of the software to tailor its focus
and streamline data points and resourcing of ongoing maintenance.22 It is critical for current and future IPs to have a robust
knowledge of electronic solutions and integrate the right platform
taking these variables into consideration.
HAND HYGIENE
Hand hygiene (HH) compliance among health care providers
(HCP) continues to be a signiﬁcant challenge for many organizations.
HH noncompliance occurring in health care institutions are multifactorial with the main causes reported in a Joint Commission assisted
8-hospital study including ineffective placement of dispensers or
sinks, HH data compliance data not collected or reported accurately,
lack of coaching, an issue not included as part of safety culture, ineffective education, and HCP distractions.23 IP programs struggle to
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meet the demands HH noncompliance places on their organization
through HH is undisputed as the number 1 method for reducing
HAIs.
Programs designed to improve HH compliance involve leadership
support and extensive system integration. A strategy advocated by
the World Health Organization (WHO) is comprised of 5 elements
which are all touted as essential and complementary: System Change
(Build it), Education (Teach it), Monitoring and Feedback (Check it),
Communication (Sell it), and Culture Change (Live it).24
Within these elements are issues that require further research. For
example, although direct observation is the gold monitoring standard
there remains a lack of standardization in the methodology, with
direct or overt HH observations rates reported as much higher than
indirect or covert observations.25 One study that determined baseline
HH average compliance rates of 47.5% across 8 hospitals reported
that observers were initially unable to determine the causes of noncompliance simply by visually observing practice due to behavioral
inﬂuences.23
Observation methods have their own inherent problems as evidenced by the well-documented Hawthorne effect. Education of the
observer can vary however a standardized method of “train-thetrainer” has been demonstrated as an effective and efﬁcient method
for sharing knowledge. This method along with simulation was used
in a multicountry 3-day course based on the WHO multimodal HH
improvement strategy resulting in a statistically signiﬁcant improvement in participant knowledge.26 Furthermore, sustainability was
achieved after evaluation 2 years later. Though proven effective, simulation in a lab environment is not always available and not widely
used. Regardless of the improvement methodology used or the
strength of individual components, multimodal strategies have
proven to be the most successful.27-29
Recent interest has been given to supplemental methods for
monitoring HH compliance. To address this issue, an automated
hand hygiene surveillance system (AHHSS) has been developed. A
recent study examining the impact of an AHHSS installed on 4
patient units in 1 hospital, reported unit-speciﬁc baseline quarterly
averages of 66%-95% by direct observation with postintervention of
77%-90%.30 It is important to note improvements in HH compliance
rates were not observed on all units in this study using the AHHSS,
while those units that did increase compliance rates improved after
implementation of additional interventions, including the Toyota
Kata performance improvement methodology. The methodology
attempts to change behavior using a deﬁned step-by-step process.
Reductions in non-Clostridioides difﬁcile HAIs occurred but were not
statistically signiﬁcant.
A recent review of 73 studies using AHHSS indicated that such
systems “. . .face issues of accuracy, data integration, privacy and conﬁdentiality, usability, and associated costs as well as infrastructure
improvements.” 31 Such limitations, including lack of standardization,
reduce accuracy, thus circumventing the intended process. Data validation and reporting can be problematic when the system isn’t supported internally by executives, therefore, placing an additional
burden on IP responsibilities. Improvements in automated systems
include integration with cloud technology, therefore, decreasing the
need for facility information technology (IT) department support.32
Additional inﬂuences in monitoring are in part due to regulatory
and nonproﬁt groups. In 2019, The Leapfrog Group, a nonproﬁt consumer “watchdog” organization, added a new HH standard to their
hospital and ambulatory surgery center (ASC) surveys.33 Adherence
to the standard by participating hospitals is measured by compliance
in 4 of 5 domains, which include training and education, infrastructure, culture, and adherence to a deﬁned number of observations
which may be assisted by the use of an electronic monitoring system.
The consideration for implementation of this monitoring methodology should take into account various issues including the impact on
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an organization’s ﬁnances, training capabilities, and stafﬁng levels as
the program requires meeting speciﬁc standards such as a minimum
number of observations covering all units, shifts, and days of the
week, feedback on HH compliance data to individuals who have contact with patients or with items to be used by patients while conducting a direct overview of observers to ensure that the process is
uniform and consistent. Hospitals that elect not to participate in
Leapfrog, should realize that publicly reported information will
instead be used in their published reports.
In conclusion, recommendations to address future HH challenges
include the need to conduct further studies addressing the inﬂuence
of human behavior and system culture on HH practices, new
approaches in training and education, investigation of the most effective monitoring strategies, as well as determining the best processes
for enhancing communication of monitoring results, and the linking
of said results to health care personnel performance reviews.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION
The sources and routes of pathogen transmission in health care
settings have been well researched.34 The most signiﬁcant source is
the patient who is colonized or infected and may shed organisms
from body sites, bedding, gowns, and contaminate nearby environmental surfaces and portable equipment used in their care. The frequency of pathogen transfer from patients and their environment to
HCP hands, gloves, and gowns have been demonstrated to be 33%,
30%, and 10%, respectively. Also concerning is the ﬁnding that the
hands of HCPs are just as likely to be contaminated by touching an
environmental surface as by direct contact with a patient.35
In acute care settings, the patient environment is “. . .deﬁned as
the area inside the curtain, including equipment, medical devices,
furniture, telephone, personal belongings, and the bathroom.”36 Multiple studies indicate that the patient environment plays an important role in the transmission of many pathogens of concern in health
care including methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),
vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus (VRE), gram-negative organisms
such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and C difﬁcile.37-39 These and many
other pathogens have been known to persist on environmental surfaces from hours to days, and in the case of spore-forming organisms,
months.40 Studies have demonstrated that when a patient is colonized or infected with organisms including MRSA, VRE, and Acinetobacter, the risk of acquisition of these organisms by a newly admitted
patient to the same room is increased.41 In a large study of 10,289
HAIs occurring over 7 years in 4 hospitals,42 the risk of acquiring an
HAI was nearly 6-fold when a prior bed occupant was colonized or
infected with a pathogen.
Evidence suggests that adequate cleaning of patient rooms is
often insufﬁcient. In 2 large studies43,44 (23 and 16 hospitals, respectively) researchers used a ﬂuorescent solution applied on room surfaces located in a patient’s immediate environment and a hand-held
ultraviolet light device to assess the adequacy of cleaning. The studies
concluded that only 49% and 57.1% of the surfaces were adequately
cleaned.
Several important points should be considered when determining
how best to improve patient room cleaning and disinfection in a
health care facility. First, studies examining the efﬁcacy of education
of environmental services (EVS) staff, key patient safety persons,
have demonstrated minimal improvement, with 5%-30% of surfaces
remaining potentially contaminated.45 Secondly, the effect of
improved environmental cleaning and disinfection on patient acquisition of pathogens, appears to be variable. One review of the literature reported a reduction in the rates of MRSA, VRE, and C difﬁcile
infection (CDI) from 0% to 49% after improvement in cleaning practices, with 1 study demonstrating an 83% reduction in VRE bacteremia.34 Thirdly, monitoring of cleaning practices, which include
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traditional visual inspection, microbiological sampling, and nonmicrobiological testing such as ﬂuorescent markers used as surrogates
for residual contamination and quantiﬁcation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels to determine persistence of organic material, lack
universal acceptable standard levels of residual contamination.46
Fourth, concentration solely on cleaning “high-touch” surfaces often
prevents thorough and complete room decontamination.47
Hospitals are investigating automated supplemental environmental disinfection processes with increasing frequency in response to
failures associated with human factors such as inadequate or overlooked manual cleaning of objects, lack of proper supervision and
monitoring, lack of resources, and low levels of hand hygiene.
Automated supplemental disinfection technology can currently be
categorized as mobile devices that are used for terminal room disinfection and technologies that provide continuous surface disinfection.
The principle mobile technologies represented in peer-reviewed
studies incorporate the automated emission of chemical vapors, aerosols or ultraviolet (UV), and hand-operated electrostatic sprayers. The
most comprehensive clinical trial to assess a UV-C “no-touch” technology is the Beneﬁts of Enhanced Terminal Room Disinfection
(BETR-D) study, the results of which were published in 2017.48 This
multihospital study concluded that the addition of a UV-C device to
the standard manual process of terminal cleaning and disinfection
decreased patient acquisition of a target organism by approximately
10% to 30%, suggesting that the environment is responsible for a signiﬁcant portion of antibiotic-resistant organism (ARO) acquisition.48
Factors such as organic load, pathogen type, intensity, surface types,
distance of the surface from the UV device, placement of the device
in the room, exposure time, room size and conﬁguration, and air
movements, all contribute to the relative efﬁcacy.49
Studies using hydrogen peroxide (HP) decontaminating systems
report 86%-100% reduction in MRSA, VRE, and multidrug-resistant
gram-negative bacteria on contaminated surfaces in hospital
rooms,50,51 with reported reductions in 10 published studies,52
although an analysis of 5 studies using HP did not ﬁnd a statistical
reduction in CDI rates.53 Perhaps the most signiﬁcant limitation in
the use of HP robot technology is the total procedural time required
(approximately 1.5-8.0 hours) due, in part, to room setup which
requires occlusion of doorways and vents. Additionally, all these
automated supplemental systems cannot be used in the presence of
persons in the room and require dedicated staff to perform the function.
Another promising supplemental disinfection technology is the
electrostatic sprayer which can be used to apply any sporicidal disinfectant directly on equipment and other environmental surfaces in
various health care areas. A recent study using this type of device
demonstrated a >6 log reduction against C difﬁcile and a SARS-CoV-2
surrogate.54
Understanding the operating parameters of mobile environmental
disinfecting technology has led science to the next evolutionary level
in decontamination concepts. Research engineers have designed continuous disinfection technologies incorporated in room designs that
emit either visible light at speciﬁc wavelengths or produce disinfecting emissions at levels that are not toxic to humans. “Blue light” in
the spectrum of 400-470 nm has demonstrated a consistent 1- to 2log10 reduction of surface bacteria.55 A novel photocatalytic conversion device inserted into the ducts of an HVAC system, uses a multiwavelength ultraviolet light to illuminate target surfaces. The device
is comprised of a honeycomb matrix treated with a photocatalytic
coating of titanium oxide (TiO2) and other reactive metals. The device
converts H2O and O2 in the air into hydroxyl radicals and HP which
work to reduce bioburden on surfaces. In a published ICU-based
study, a 95% reduction in average microbial burden, 81% reduction in
the prevalence of MRSA, and a 54% reduction were reported in HAIs
over a 4-month period.56 Another study in 5 medical units using

HVAC-installed devices that emit dry HP on a continuous basis demonstrated an overall 96.5% microbial reduction for all combined surfaces.57 Regardless of the available technology, IPs need to acquire
evidence-based information on the device’s effectiveness in reducing
contaminating microorganisms on health care environmental surfaces.
ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT ORGANISMS
Antibiotic-resistant organisms (AROs) are associated with
4.95 million deaths worldwide.58 On December 7, 2021, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) announced that it has
awarded $22 million to nearly 30 organizations around the world to
combat antimicrobial resistance and other health care threats
through the establishment of 2 new networks—the Global Action in
Healthcare Network (GAIHN) and the Global AR Laboratory and
Response Network (Global AR Lab & Response Network). ARO control
is an international priority that requires all health care facilities and
agencies to assume responsibility to prevent transmission. Such initiatives are driven by the fact that infections with AROs are associated
with increased lengths of stay, costs, and, more importantly,
mortality.59
IPs in coordination with other key health care personnel should
review core information regarding AROs in order to determine facility policy on such issues as isolation, appropriate therapy, and antibiotic stewardship: ensure accurate microbiology test results using the
latest Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) determination of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) antibiotic breakpoints60 (failure to implement these breakpoints may lead to
negative impacts on patient care, infection control, as well as public
efforts to limit the spread of such organisms)61; prioritize pathogens
using WHO document that categorizes (Critical, High, Medium) resistant bacteria based on treatment options and potential for spread, for
example, carbapenem-resistant A baumannii, P aeruginosa, Enterobacteriaceae62; or CDC’s phenotype deﬁnitions63 and Antibiotic Resistance Threats report.64 In addition, AROs are detailed in the NHSN’s
Multidrug-Resistant Organism & C difﬁcile Infection module which
addresses AROs associated with HAIs.65 “Enterobacterales” was
adopted as a new taxonomy and scientiﬁc order in 2020. The microbiologic family of Enterobacterales includes Carbapenem-resistant
Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) organisms. CRE bacteria pose a serious public health threat and are associated with high mortality due in part to
limited antibiotic therapy. The principal CRE organisms include
Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumonia, and Enterobacter spp.66
Organisms with newly identiﬁed antibiotic-resistant mechanisms
continue to be identiﬁed throughout the world. Access to electronic
communication across the continuum of health, for example, ambulatory to acute to long term care, by key health care personnel on
emerging AROs is, therefore vital. IPs should assist in developing a
procedural and administrative policy for transferring adult and pediatric patients identiﬁed with AROs, utilizing the CDC Inter-Facility
Transfer guidelines for communication between hospitals, including
out of state/territory facilities.67
One recent report identiﬁed an emerging “superbug” that was cultured from a patient in a Florida long-term care facility. The event
was associated with a P aeruginosa isolate that was producing VIM
(Verona integron-encoded metallo-beta-lactamase), an enzyme that
makes it resistant to a class of antibiotics normally highly effective
against antibiotic-resistant bacteria. This was Florida’s ﬁrst reported
case, classiﬁed as VIM-CRPA, and immediate containment was
necessary.68
It is critical to identify the speciﬁc pathogen in serious, life-threatening infections, especially for situations that are likely to require
prolonged therapy. Due to the inherent time associated with microbiologic culturing methods, clinicians often use a standard empiric
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antimicrobial therapy approach that often is composed of a regimen
of 2 or more antibiotics administered at a time. Adverse outcomes
associated with overuse of antimicrobials includes emergence of
AROs and C. difﬁcile. One of the top concerns for antibiotic stewardship endeavors is the delayed receipt of results of organism identiﬁcation (ID) and antimicrobial susceptibility test (AST). Generally, such
testing can take a microbiology laboratory from 48 to 72 hours, and
in some circumstances a longer period due to the growth characteristics of the particular organism. Institutions should investigate the use
of rapid diagnostic technology that reduces both ID (<1 hour) and
AST (< 8 hours). Advancements in rapid diagnostics have shortened
the time to results from days to hours and have had positive effects
when paired with a transition from the use of broad-spectrum antimicrobial regimens to pathogen-speciﬁc therapy on clinical outcomes and on efforts to combat antimicrobial resistance.69 Further
advances, including the provision of point-of-care testing, along with
increased funding and government initiatives, will require review in
order to further close the gap between current culturing methods
and rapid diagnostic results.
DECOLONIZING PATIENTS
Colonization with health care-associated pathogens such as S
aureus, enterococci, and Gram-negative organisms, is associated with
increased risk of infection. Decolonization is an evidence-based intervention whose goal is to reduce or eliminate the bacterial bioburden
in order to reduce the risk of infection. Most decolonization interventions consist of a nasal product plus bathing with chlorhexidine gluconate (CHG). This section will focus on decolonization to reduce
HAIs in the intensive care unit (ICU), noncritical care, and surgery.
In 2013, 3 randomly selected cluster trials on the topic of CHG
bathing among ICU patients were published. One cluster-crossover
study reported that daily 2% CHG cloth bathing in the ICU resulted in
a 23% reduction of vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus (VRE) and
methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) acquisition and a 28% reduction in bloodstream infections (BSIs).70 In another study of pediatric
ICU patients, Milstone et al found a signiﬁcant association between
2% CHG cloth bathing and a decline in BSIs compared with standard
bathing.71 Another trial, called the REDUCE MRSA study, used a cluster-randomly selected methodology in 43 hospitals (including 74
adult ICUs) to evaluate 3 MRSA prevention interventions: the ﬁrst
cluster implemented MRSA screening and isolation, the second cluster included screening, isolation, and decolonization of MRSA carriers
with CHG bathing and nasal mupirocin (ie, targeted decolonization),
and the ICUs in the third cluster did not screen any patients but
instead, all patients were decolonized with CHG cloth bathing and
nasal mupirocin (ie, universal decolonization). Universal decolonization was found to be associated with the greatest decrease in allcause BSIs (44%; P < .001) and rates of MRSA clinical cultures (37%; P
< .01).72 In a secondary analysis, CHG bathing was also shown to
reduce blood culture contamination by 45% (P < .02), and to be the
most cost-effective. In 2014, the Compendium on Strategies to Prevent Central Line−Associated Bloodstream Infections (CLABSI) in
Acute Care Hospitals recommended bathing for ICU patients over 2
months of age with a CHG preparation daily (quality of evidence: I).73
Although the patient-speciﬁc risk is highest in ICUs, an equal
number of CLABSIs occur in hospital units outside of the ICU. Questions remain about the use of ICU-proven strategies in noncritical
care units. The ABATE Infection (active bathing to eliminate infection)
trial, a 2-arm cluster randomly selected trial is the ﬁrst and only
large-scale cluster-randomly selected trial designed to evaluate
whether universal CHG bathing for all patients plus targeted mupirocin for MRSA carriers in noncritical-care units reduces multidrugresistant organisms and all-cause BSIs.74 In the initial analysis there
was no difference in MRSA and VRE clinical cultures or BSIs, but the
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posthoc analysis of the trial found that non-ICU patients with vascular access devices (central lines or midlines) had a signiﬁcant 37%
reduction in MRSA and VRE and a signiﬁcant 32% reduction in allcause BSI. Based on this study, many facilities implemented CHG
bathing with or without mupirocin in patients in noncritical care
units with vascular access devices. In 2019 the CDC recommended
CHG plus an intranasal antibiotic/antiseptic product in patients with
a central line or midline as a supplemental strategy in noncritical
care.75
Surgical site infections (SSI) remain one of the most common and
expensive HAIs, with S aureus among the most frequent etiologic
pathogens. Studies conﬁrm S aureus carriage increases the risk of S
aureus SSIs. There is strong evidence that nasal and skin decolonization prior to cardiac and orthopedic surgery is effective in reducing
SSIs caused by MSSA or MRSA. A recent study implemented a bundled intervention in 20 hospitals to prevent complex S aureus SSIs
after cardiac surgery and hip and knee arthroplasty.76 The bundle
included preoperative screening for MRSA and MSSA nasal colonization, CHG bathing for all patients, nasal mupirocin decolonization for
S aureus carriers, and both vancomycin and cefazolin perioperative
antibiotic prophylaxis for MRSA carriers. The mean rate of complex S
aureus SSIs signiﬁcantly decreased by 42% from 36% infections per
10,000 operations during the baseline period to 21 infections per
10,000 operations during the intervention period (rate ratio 0.58;
95% CI, 0.37-0.92).
Moving forward, challenges related to decolonization include
expansion of these strategies for additional surgical patient populations, as well as nonsurgical invasive procedures. For example, interventional radiology patients receiving implants such as cardiac
implantable electronic devices (CIED) have been associated with signiﬁcant numbers of postimplant infections, often caused by S
aureus.77 For patients known to be colonized with MRSA or MSSA
prior to a CIED procedure, a multigroup British Working Party guideline recommends the use of nasal and topical antimicrobial agents
preprocedure in order to suppress carriage.78 Although mupirocin
remains the best-studied nasal agent, there is some evidence on the
use of safe and effective alternative agents such as povidone-iodine
(PI),79 alcohol-based nasal antiseptic,80 as well as photodynamic therapy (PDT).81 Although PI may be a useful alternative decolonizing
agent for the prevention of S aureus infections, additional clinical
data are required to further conﬁrm the effectiveness of PI in preventing S aureus infections. There is only 1 alcohol-based study that was
conducted at a single-center using a quasi-experimental design with
historical controls. Lastly, photodynamic therapy is another promising approach for topical MRSA decolonization, but larger clinical trials
are needed to evaluate different nasal decolonization protocols
(including determining the optimal sensitizer) using clinically signiﬁcant infection as the outcome.
In addition, there is a need to determine if the widespread use of
CHG-based products promotes reduced CHG activity. Testing for CHG
susceptibility is currently not standardized and the clinical impact of
reduced chlorhexidine susceptibility in bacteria is unknown and not
yet well-deﬁned.
DECREASING CONTACT PRECAUTIONS
The recommended use of contact precautions (CPs) in acute care
as a proposed strategy for preventing ARO transmission has been a
mainstay for half a century with successes documented particularly
when the organism is emerging rather than endemic.82 However,
recommended duration of CPs as a strategy for prevention in hospitals remains unsettled. Determining when CPs may be discontinued
and thus safely reduce risk of transmission is inﬂuenced by 3 key factors. First, involves the organisms themselves: which antibiotic resistant bacteria trigger an isolatable condition, and whether the patient
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is deemed colonized or infected with the particular ARO. Second,
involves what type of isolation is applied. In nonhospital settings
such as ambulatory clinics, dialysis centers, and home care settings
recommendations for handling patients with AROs include use of
standard precautions, while skilled nursing facilities deploy
enhanced barrier precautions (use of Personal Protective Equipment
[PPE], but without room restriction) for high contact care activities
and CP when wounds or body ﬂuids are unable to be contained or
when ongoing transmission is suspected or conﬁrmed.83 The third
factor involves whether a health care facility implements advances in
health care strategies to reduce transmission risk or bioburden. Single
patient rooms, alcohol-based hand sanitizers, hand hygiene monitoring protocols, supplemental environmental disinfection technologies
(eg, ultraviolet/continuously active disinfection), dedicated/disposable medical equipment/devices, and patient decolonization with
CHG bathing, nares decolonization and/or antiseptic oral rinse are
some examples of interventions that may reduce the risk of transmission.84 Currently, these strategies are neither uniformly nor equitably
adopted across (or even within) health care facilities.
There has been a growing body of evidence indicating the development of potential unintended consequences (patient dissatisfaction, safety, and worsening noninfectious outcomes) with the use of
CPs for AROs in a 1-size-ﬁts-all approach.85,86 A contemporary, popular approach has been to reserve CP for patients infected (vs colonized) with MRSA or VRE presumably under the hypothesis that
colonization may correlate with a reduced organism density and
therefore, reduced risk of transmission, the evidence in support of
this speciﬁc hypothesis is not very strong.87−89, Meanwhile, there
have been many reports of organizations suspending CPs without an
increase in MRSA or VRE infection rates, often in the context of the
aforementioned health care advances.83 A recent SHEA expert guidance document regarding the duration of CPs acknowledges that “no
universally recommended approach exists for making decisions
regarding CP duration or discontinuation for any epidemiologically
signiﬁcant organism”. The same document recommends that organizations develop ARO management policies including the use and
duration of CPs in the context of their risks, priorities, and resources
and that these policies be organism-speciﬁc, evaluated, and modiﬁable as/when/if the epidemiology changes.89 What is lacking and
needed is greater consensus on ARO transmission risk reduction
strategies in the context of utilizing CPs judiciously for resource conservation and patient safety.
As mentioned, the list of AROs has expanded over the last 50 years
and few would argue that further diversiﬁcation is unexpected or
that all AROs are equally transmissible. While suspending CPs for
extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) Gram-negative organisms
without an increase in ESBL infections has been reported,90 this has
not been as commonly reported with carbapenem resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) though modeling in subacute settings suggest
decolonization and screening for clearance may yield better results
and no evidence to date with the recently emerged Candida auris.91,92
Per the HICPAC meeting minutes of August 19, 2021, pertaining to
the Isolation Precautions Guideline Workgroup and forthcoming
efforts to provide further guidance, “Most of this will focus on the
framing of transmission processes as opposed to the nitty gritty isolation practices. Airborne and contact isolation practices should not
change.” 93 This suggests that the way forward is a re-evaluation of
the transmission modalities of AROs at the organism level (eg, MRSA
vs CRE) and hopefully in the context of the aforementioned, disproportionally deployed advances in practice and technology. Decision
support tools have been successfully utilized for infection prevention
initiatives for years and are well suited for this challenge. Such tools
could be developed and be evidence-based, algorithmic in nature and
incorporate organism prevalence, health care setting and available
control strategies including, but not exclusive to contact precautions.

DIAGNOSTIC STEWARDSHIP
Diagnostic Stewardship (DS) involves the ordering, collection, and
timely reporting of diagnostic tests to improve treatment of infectious conditions. Suboptimal culturing practices can adversely impact
patient safety and the quality of care in a wide variety of ways including: reporting of asymptomatic bacteriuria misidentiﬁed as urinary
tract infection (UTI) and blood culture contamination mistaken for
bloodstream infection resulting in a wrong diagnosis, increasing the
numbers of AROs and C difﬁcile as a result of overuse of antimicrobials, adverse reactions, and unwarranted ﬁnancial expenditures
stemming from inappropriate specimen testing and drug treatment,
as well as the potential for over-reporting of HAIs such as catheterassociated urinary tract infections (CAUTIs).94,95 Recent reviews and
surveys examining urine and blood culturing practices have underscored this issue and have identiﬁed potential underlying causes.96,97
In order for health care organizations to optimize clinical and epidemiological outcomes related to urine and blood culturing, the CDC
has recently identiﬁed key needs that will be essential to address,
including the need for drivers to incentivize or require health care
facilities to invest in DS, the need for meaningful measures development, and perhaps most important, the need for leadership support
for implementation.98 In addition, system-wide management programs must be directed by standardized practice guidelines, jointly
written by IPs, microbiologists, and other key stakeholders, providing
guidance in the preanalytic phase, that is, pathways for selecting the
appropriate test according to patient’s syndrome, methods for
obtaining optimal collection of clinical specimens, and interpreting
microbiology results.99,100 In addition, efforts must be focused on
education of nurses to understand the “why” behind proper culturing
techniques,101 and of physicians on appropriate ordering and interpretation of culture results.102 Additionally, in order to ensure the
integration of all areas of infection management (diagnosis, treatment, and prevention) a uniﬁed stewardship strategy is recommended such as reﬂected in the AID (antimicrobial, IP, and DS)
model.103 The basis of this model is the understanding that outcomes
improve when providers understand and cooperate in implementing
a system that promotes the appropriate test, the right interpretation
of a test result, selection of the appropriate antimicrobial, and administration at the right time. 104 DS targets all relevant patient populations, for example, ensuring that established protocols capture both
catheterized and noncatheterized patients relative to urine culture
collection.105 DS also targets all relevant patient settings, for example,
in specimen-intensive areas such as Emergency Departments,106 and
focuses on prevention of overutilization of blood and urine cultures.107 This can be accomplished in part by reviewing and revising
order sets in electronic medical records (EMR) to reﬂect essential
modiﬁcations such as urine culture reﬂex testing, a practice that
reduces unwarranted urine cultures while continuing to provide
accurate clinical ﬁndings,108 and integration of electronic medical
records to improve compliance with ordering protocols.109 An important aspect of DS is ongoing evaluation of novel devices, such as those
designed to reduce blood culture contamination.110
DS interventions should also be applied to C difﬁcile testing to
ensure more appropriate testing, facilitate prompt isolation and optimize clinical treatment. DS interventions related to C difﬁcile testing
should include: provision of education of nurses on the appropriate
documentation of patient bowel movements and use of laxatives111;
implementation of C difﬁcile order sets112 and EMR best practice
alerts to assist providers in avoiding testing when patients do not
meet current recommendations (recent laxative use, ˂ 3 unformed
stools in 24 hours)113; optimizing testing strategies to distinguish
between toxigenic and nontoxigenic strains of C difﬁcile. Speciﬁcally,
the nucleic acid ampliﬁcation test (NAAT) is a widely adopted laboratory diagnostic tool for C difﬁcile, due to the high sensitivity and rapid
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turnaround time of the testing methodology. However, when a NAAT
is used as the sole testing method, misdiagnosis of C difﬁcile infection
can occur because the test does not distinguish between toxigenic
and nontoxigenic strains of C difﬁcile.113 Therefore, best practice
strategies should incorporate a 2-step reﬂex testing algorithm that
utilizes advanced laboratory screening methodologies.
HAI SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION: BSI
Several important interventions are needed to achieve improvements in surveillance and prevention of BSI including expansion of
the deﬁnition, improved documentation of clinical ﬁndings to prevent missed events and over-diagnosis,114 identiﬁcation of provider
knowledge gaps followed by education to support the introduction of
an enhanced central line maintenance bundle,115 and evaluation of
novel technologies including advanced antimicrobial IV dressings
that may extend the effective antimicrobial period over the entire
recommended duration of the dressing.116 Future endeavors should
include in vivo studies that test the effectiveness of advanced dressings in reducing BSIs.
Device-associated BSIs account for signiﬁcant numbers of HAIs in
United States health care facilities. However, the full extent of the
problem is unknown because surveillance and federal reporting is
currently mandated only for CLABSI events. Published studies indicate that considerable numbers of BSIs occur as a complication after
placement of arterial,117 hemodialysis,118 midline,119 and peripheral
intravenous catheters (PIV).120 This evidence supports a need to
implement a more comprehensive prevention strategy that
addresses all types of intravenous catheters, which could be captured
using a concept known as Hospital Onset Bacteremia (HOB). This
expanded prevention strategy should extend to settings outside of
hospitals, such as home infusion, where caregiver practices are a
notable infection factor.121 It should also reﬂect recent learnings
from the COVID-19 pandemic based on analysis of the causes for the
increase in BSI during this period.122
HAI SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION: NONVENTILATOR
HOSPITAL ACQUIRED PNEUMONIA
Nonventilator hospital acquired pneumonia (NV-HAP) is the most
common hospital acquired infection in the US affecting 1% of hospitalized patients with a crude mortality rate of 15%-30%.123,124 NVHAP is associated with a signiﬁcantly longer length of stay, high 30day readmission rates, a greater need for intensive care management
and long-term care following discharge, increased direct care costs,
and perhaps most importantly, it is a frequent source of sepsis.124-126
As noted in a September 2021 Joint Commission Safety Brieﬁng,
NV-HAP is a substantial threat to patient safety and a large driver of
health care cost, yet it is not formally tracked or reported to the
National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators or the CDC NHSN nor
does it impact the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services payfor-reporting or performance programs.127 NV-HAP surveillance is
not currently standardized, and risk stratiﬁcation is not reliable,
therefore, consideration should be given to application of universal
prevention guidelines throughout every patient’s hospital or longterm care stay.124,127 The most promising evidence-based prevention
measures include primary source control (eg, oral care), early and frequent ambulation, head of a bed elevation, and aspiration precautions.123,126-128 Additional randomly selected controlled trials
evaluating the impact of individual interventions (rather than a “bundle”) are warranted.124,128 However, it is equally important to help
health care facilities improve quality and safety now and develop
practical prevention strategies to translate existing evidence into
practice to improve the health and safety of patients.124,127
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NV-HAP prevention recommendations include engaging facility
leadership and interdisciplinary team members in discussions about
the importance of NV-HAP surveillance and prevention, considering
provision of adequate resources, and facilitating implementation of
evidence-based interventions, nursing documentation templates on
NV-HAP prevention that capture process measures and an electronic
tracking system to monitor NV-HAP. Other measures include mentoring inﬂuential nurses and nursing assistants in direct care positions to
serve in leadership roles (including those who are not in ofﬁcial management positions) to champion prevention efforts within the daily
workﬂow, raising the proﬁle of oral care as a new standard and an
essential infection prevention practice rather than an optional comfort measure, and supporting a safety culture by facilitating regular
reminders and communication, particularly in areas with high staff
turnover. Lastly, maintaining staff education and competencies in
fundamental nursing care (eg, oral care, mobility), creating an efﬁcient process to stock needed supplies and equipment at the bedside,
empowering patients to ask for assistance with oral care, feeding,
and mobility when they need it and to report when they completed
their care independently so it can be documented, and establishing
the prevention plan as a standard of practice facility wide.124,129,130
HAI SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION: VENTILATOR-ASSOCIATED
EVENTS
For many years IP programs conducted surveillance for ventilatorassociated pneumonia (VAP) using an NHSN deﬁnition that included
several clinical components that were often subjective and difﬁcult
to interpret.131 In 2013, the VAP deﬁnition changed to a tiered system
represented by ventilator associated events (VAE),132 subcategorized
by objective criteria for infection-related ventilator associated condition and then more speciﬁcally by possible and probable VAP. The
VAE deﬁnition eliminates subjectivity by using clearly deﬁned criteria
often contained in medical records and therefore, facilitates the automated collection of data.133 Additionally, VAE deﬁnitions broadened
the focus of surveillance from pneumonia alone to the syndrome of
nosocomial complications in ventilated patients.134
However, the current tiered VAE deﬁnition lacks sensitivity,
potentially resulting in underreporting of true events. An initial goal
of the VAE deﬁnition was to identify all causes of respiratory deterioration as well as broadening the safety surveillance for patients on a
ventilator including pneumonia, atelectasis, ﬂuid overload and acute
respiratory distress syndrome. A meta-analysis by Fan et al determined the pooled sensitivity of VAE for traditionally deﬁned VAP was
42%.135 Additionally, the pooled positive predictive value of VAE for
traditionally deﬁned VAP was 23%. Another study by Zosa et al identiﬁed that the VAE deﬁnition grossly underestimates the clinical diagnosis of VAP and reports less than a third of the patients treated for
VAP.136 The fact that VAE surveillance misses many traditionally
deﬁned VAPs would appear to undermine its claim to detect clinically
important respiratory complications of care. Enhancing surveillance
and intervention protocols are supported by the severe consequences
of such infections: VAPs have a signiﬁcant attributable mortality
(4.6%) along with increases in morbidity, hospital length of stay (LOS)
and cost of care.133
When the VAE deﬁnition was implemented, its purpose was not
to be a method to speciﬁcally identify VAP but rather to broaden
safety surveillance for a variety of ventilator-associated events.
Updated deﬁnitions will enhance consistency, accuracy, and reproducibility of surveillance information.137 A collaborative effort among
the IP community and NHSN with the aim to enhance a balance
between epidemiological and clinical occurrences based on expert
review should increase infection sensitivity, leading to broader and
more effective prevention efforts, as well as raising event agreement
among respiratory therapists, intensivists, and IPs.
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HAI SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION: URINARY TRACT
INFECTIONS
UTIs represent a common diagnosis for patients in the ambulatory, acute, and long-term care settings. Contrary to the evaluation of
patients for bacteremia where blood is normally sterile, colonization
of the urine increases with age and is considered physiologic. Asymptomatic bacteriuria (AB) is prevalent with older age, diabetes,
impaired voiding, and urinary catheterization.138 A widespread practice is to obtain a urine specimen for analysis for both infectious and
noninfectious conditions. The urinalysis, commonly used to test for
noninfectious conditions, includes metabolic, inﬂammatory, and
renal components. Some elements indicating bacteriuria (eg,
nitrites), and others reﬂecting inﬂammation (eg, leukocyte esterase)
are often mistakenly equated with infection triggering the order of a
urine culture. Almost half of patients admitted to hospitals have a urinalysis performed and a quarter will have a urine culture done.139
Obtaining a urine culture without an evaluation of the patient clinical
condition and the likelihood of symptomatic urinary tract infection
leads to misdiagnosis, inappropriate antimicrobial use, and increase
the risk for antimicrobial resistance. In addition, variation in testing
occurs based on setting. In the ambulatory arena, often a UTI is diagnosed based on clinical grounds, and urine culture may not be
obtained for the ﬁrst episode of cystitis. The elderly, especially those
that reside in long-term care facilities, have a high prevalence for AB,
and are prone for misdiagnosis of UTI when clinical parameters are
not included in the decision making to test.140 On the other hand, the
clinically deﬁned catheter-associated UTI (CAUTI) is reached by
excluding other diagnoses.141
The main challenge in addressing UTI relies on the importance of
incorporating clinical signs and symptoms as cardinal factors, with
laboratory support, to reach the diagnosis. DS starts with a focus on
the preanalytic component which is heavily dependent on clinician
knowledge and competencies. Understanding the pretest probability
before obtaining a urinalysis or culture, and incorporating the
patient’s symptoms in the decision to order the test will reduce the
likelihood of detecting patients with AB.142 Specimen contamination
is minimized by obtaining a clean midstream sample for those noncatheterized and a fresh specimen from sampling port in those catheterized. The analytic phase is where the laboratory can actively
support unnecessary testing by limiting urine cultures to those
ordered for urinary symptoms.143 The absence of pyuria on a urinalysis is predictive of not having a symptomatic UTI. Different algorithms have been implemented in hospitals to reduce the
unnecessary use of urine cultures based on the quantitative evaluation of pyuria on a urinalysis. However, the cutoff for pyuria to adequately exclude asymptomatic bacteriuria is still not clear, and it is
uncertain if using the urinalysis to decide whether a culture is warranted discriminates adequately between those with or without a
clinical infection.144 Reﬂex urine cultures should only be performed
for patients with suspected symptomatic UTI, and not only based on
the urinalysis results. Exclusions include pregnancy and urologic procedures associated with mucosal trauma.138 In the postanalytic
phase, framing the culture results and the corresponding antimicrobial susceptibilities in context will help enhance the clinician’s decision making.
DS is a prerequisite to achieving successful antimicrobial stewardship outcomes. We need to promote standardized processes to
improve the diagnostic testing of patients with suspected UTI. First,
clinicians need to eliminate the old habits of “panculturing” to a
more reﬂective behavior where testing the urine is based on suspicion of infection. Second, the use of “urinalysis with reﬂex to culture”
requires more research to standardize the parameters that would
trigger a culture. Third, future process measures to evaluate the variation in utilization of urinalysis and urine culture may help understand

the under- and over-use of diagnostic tools. Fourth, in the hospital
setting, more inclusive metrics such as the standardized utilization
ratio (SUR) are useful tools to evaluate both infectious and noninfectious device risk. From an outcome measure perspective, the current
surveillance deﬁnition, especially for CAUTI, suffers from a low positive predictive value for true instances of disease, leading to skepticism from clinicians. More objective, electronically captured data,
such as combining patient-level catheter-associated bacteriuria and
antimicrobial use may help better understand the stewardship and
infection prevention problem.145 Finally, in the ambulatory or longterm settings, evaluating the incidence of UTI and associated antimicrobial treatment of populations at risk for misdiagnosis (eg, diabetics, elderly) may provide valuable information on potential future
areas of focus.
HAI SURVEILLANCE AND PREVENTION: SURGICAL SITE INFECTIONS
One well studied approach to improving surgical patient outcomes is the use of care bundles. The care bundle concept was ﬁrst
introduced into the surgical arena by the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement (IHI) in 2006 as a strategy to reduce the risk of SSI and
was based upon 4 core measures: (1) timely and appropriate antimicrobial prophylaxis, (2) appropriate hair removal, (3) normothermia,
and (4) glycemic control (focusing at that time on vascular and cardiac patients). While each of these measures had a relevant evidence
base, together they were not sufﬁciently robust to lead to a sustainable improvement in patient outcome across the surgical
spectrum.146
However, over time with the addition of key elements, the surgical care bundle (SCB) has emerged as an accepted method of packaging the best, evidence-based measures into routine care for all
surgical patients to prevent SSIs. Most of the selective evidence-based
measures listed below have been identiﬁed by systematic review and
meta-analyses, providing moderate to high clinical evidence (1A) and
recommended in national, international and societal guidelines.147
Currently, there is no consensus as to the maximal number of measures within an evidence-based surgical care bundle. However, consensus suggests that individual care bundle components should
attempt to address the myriad of patient risk factors present at the
time of surgery.
One bundle measure supported by several evidence-based studies
in selective surgical disciplines is a standardized preadmission
shower/cleansing strategy using CHG to reduce the microbial burden
on the surface of the skin at the time of surgery. This should be
viewed as adjunctive to perioperative skin antisepsis protocols (ie,
skin prep) which is a separate SSI prevention care bundle measure.148
The 2021 AORN Guideline for Preoperative Patient Skin Antisepsis
states the following: (1) follow manufacturer instructions for use
(IFU) and safety sheet for prepping, handling, safety and storage; (2)
establish a standardized skin prepping protocol that includes a
selected skin marking strategy; (3) conﬁrm the surgical site and isolated contaminated sites prior to prepping with a barrier drape; (4)
apply surgical skin prep agent using sterile technique and sterile supplies, starting at incision site and move outwards; (5) implement
patient and staff safety measures such as minimizing the risk of ﬁre,
especially with alcohol-based products; (6) at end of procedures,
assess patient skin for injury after removing skin antiseptic agent; (7)
document prep in the EMR.149 The 2013 Antimicrobial Prophylaxis
Guidelines were developed jointly by the American Society of
Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP), the Infectious Diseases Society of
America (IDSA), the Surgical Infection Society (SIS), and the Society
for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA). For the ﬁrst time,
this document addresses weight-based considerations to insure maximal tissue concentrations within the wound bed during the intraoperative period.150
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Another bundle measure shown to reduce the incidence of SSIs,
especially in high-risk surgery involving implants such as knee and
hip arthroplasty is the screening of patients for both MSSA and MRSA
nasal colonization. While mupirocin has been for many years the
standard agent for nasal decolonization, studies using nasal povidone
iodine (5% or 10%) or a novel alcohol-based (70%) nasal antiseptic
have been documented to be effective in reducing staphylococcal
nasal colonization but further clinical investigations are warranted.151 In addition, perioperative supplemental oxygen (80%) or
hyperoxia is a recognized bundle measure, as it increases tissue oxygen tension, which may lead to an increase in oxidative killing of surgical pathogens and a reduction in SSIs. Current national, societal and
international guidelines are supportive of perioperative hyperoxia to
reduce SSIs in colorectal surgery patients.152 The SSI prevention care
bundle element related to the patient's core temperature recommends monitoring throughout the surgical procedure and with maintenance of normothermia preoperatively, intraoperatively, and
postoperatively. Hypothermia is deﬁned as a core temperature below
36 °C and patients should be prewarmed a minimum of 30 minutes
prior to the induction of anesthesia.153 The presence of diabetic
hyperglycemia at the time of surgery is a signiﬁcant risk factor across
the spectrum of surgical disciplines, so glycemic control is yet
another evidence-based SSI prevention care bundle element. Hemoglobin A1C represents a more accurate indicator of glycemic control
than blood glucose. Preoperative and inpatient diabetes management
improves glycemic control on the day of surgery and postoperatively,
decreasing the incidence of hypoglycemia which leads to improved
clinical outcome.154
A systematic literature review (SLR) and meta-analysis identiﬁed
15 randomly selected controlled trials, producing a risk ratio of 0.67,
95% CI 0.54-0.84 (P ≤ .001), demonstrating that use of antimicrobial
coated/impregnated sutures were effective in demonstrating a statistically signiﬁcant, lower risk of SSI in clean, clean-contaminated and
contaminated surgical procedures.155 Two recent studies have documented that use of an antimicrobial suture for wound closure as part
of an evidence-based surgical care bundle can provide a signiﬁcant
ﬁscal beneﬁt to the hospital and third party-payer, suggesting that
antimicrobial sutures should be considered for both superﬁcial and
deep layer closure after all surgical operations.156,157
EMERGING PATHOGENS
The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases deﬁnes
emerging infectious diseases “as infectious diseases that have newly
appeared in a population or have existed but are rapidly increasing in
incidence or geographic range”.158 Although these emerging pathogens may be well studied in laboratory settings, by deﬁnition, when
they emerge in populations that have not had prior exposure or
experiences with such diseases, the public, as well as IP programs are
woefully unprepared to address the public health implications and,
in turn, the socio-economic ramiﬁcations of being so ill-prepared. IP
programs ﬁnd themselves all too often being reactionary rather than
proactive in the light of emerging pathogens. Two very different but
recent examples can be seen with Ebola and COVID-19. First identiﬁed in 1976, the CDC describes 33 outbreaks in 19 countries of the
Ebola viral hemorrhagic fever (including the 3 species that cause disease in humans: Zaire, Sudan, and Bundibugyo; and 1 species that
does not cause disease in humans, Reston) prior to the Ebola outbreak
of 2014.159 Although this pathogen was known for 38 years, when
Ebola was ﬁrst diagnosed in a patient admitted to a hospital in Texas,
United States (US), it was evident that infection prevention programs
were not prepared to properly control potential transmission. Transmitted through infected body ﬂuid, PPE took on a new meaning for
front-line staff, including the importance of selecting the correct PPE,
as well as conducting extensive training to learn the proper process
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of donning and dofﬁng PPE to reduce the risk of blood or body ﬂuid
contamination. In addition, special arrangements in terms of the
patient care environment were needed to address the patient’s isolation room, temporary “mini-labs” where testing can be run by specially trained staff, 1-way trafﬁc ﬂow to prevent accidental
contamination, nearby emergency showers for staff in the event of an
exposure, and special waste management precautions. More recently,
in December 2019, when COVID-19 ﬁrst appeared in California and
rapidly spread across the United States, it quickly became apparent
that the US public health and health care infrastructure were not
designed to provide rapid identiﬁcation of infected individuals, control transmission among the vulnerable population, and manage and
treat large surges of patients in our health care facilities. Emerging
pathogen events have underscored the need for IP programs to
emerge from positions of remaining reactive to becoming proactive
by developing robust systems capable of properly handling future
pandemic diseases.
As described by Abouleish, a lack of information, conﬂicting information, unfamiliarity with the disease, along with human perception
all work together to formulate a perceived risk level of disease transmission.160 This helps explain, in part, acceptance, or lack thereof, of
infection prevention measures by the public. In the context of the latest pandemic, universal infection prevention and control approaches
to reduce disease transmission in the health care setting focus on: (1)
early identiﬁcation and appropriate isolation of patients suspected of
having the disease through symptom screening or testing; (2) universal source control through mandatory masking to contain respiratory
droplets; (3) quarantine after exposure; (4) the use of appropriate
personal protective equipment; and (5) appropriate environmental
decontamination.161,162
Airborne infection isolation rooms (AIIR), formerly known as negative pressure isolation rooms, are designed to protect other patients
and health care team members from diseases transmitted via the airborne route. Most facilities are designed with few AIIR in comparison
to standard rooms, and as a result, these were rapidly allocated during the surges of COVID-19.163 Soon, infection prevention programs
found themselves working creatively to develop geographic cohorts
(entire units made up of patients with a common infectious disease)
or ﬁnd ways to create more AIIRs, for example, by using portable
HEPA scrubbers or changing the ventilation dynamics of a particular
unit or ﬂoor. Through the course of the pandemic, research has found
that the large majority of COVID-19 virus is spread via respiratory
droplets that drop precipitously within 6 feet of the infected, not
only putting unprotected individuals at risk within that 6-foot space,
but also able to contaminate the environment near infected individuals.161 However, the relationship of ﬁnding virus particles in the environment and the role these particles play in the ability to cause
disease requires further investigation.
Aerosol generating procedures (AGP) have gained considerable
attention since the pandemic began. Yet there remains poor consensus and conﬂicting evidence on which speciﬁc procedures should be
considered AGPs, and to what extent these procedures can or do,
pose the greatest risk in COVID-19 transmission.162 The answer
undoubtedly lies within a spectrum of factors that contribute to
determining acceptable or nonacceptable risk. As an example, nebulizers, which by design aerosolize medicine for patient inhalation,
have not been fully researched to determine their association with
disease spread given such elements as variation in disease state of
the host and ventilation/air quality of the surrounding environment.
Optimal air quality includes having minimum fresh air exchanges
−adequate ventilation is considered to be 60 liters/s/patient (AGPs
not performed)162 which may not always be possible, especially
given a surge situation. Manufacturers of technologies that use HEPA
or Ultra-HEPA ﬁltration, ultraviolet-C radiation, and various combinations of other technology promise to rid the air of impurities and kill
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airborne infectious agents, often with a paucity of concrete data in
practical applications. Although scientiﬁc evidence conducted in laboratory settings has supported the effectiveness of these technologies, there is a need for new research and validation that these
technologies delivered in real-world settings can verify these claims.
An additional important issue concerns the interplay between
emerging pathogens and PPE. As the COVID-19 pandemic progressed
rapidly through the ﬁrst year, the extremely high demand for, and
subsequent lack of, PPE forced many infection prevention programs
to develop policies and practices related to extended use and re-use
of PPE. To meet the need, infection preventionists were forced to
reevaluate disposable PPE and develop various methodologies of
extending their use or reprocessing single-use equipment so it could
safely be used again. Most notably, reprocessing ﬁltering facepiece
respirators (FFR) became exceedingly important. A systematic literature review identiﬁed 14 methods for decontaminating FFR, with 4
predominant methods surfacing: ultraviolet germicidal irradiation,
moist heat, microwave-generated steam, and hydrogen peroxide
vapor.163−166 In addition, cautionary tales of using the various technologies that decontaminate respirators may indeed alter their
performance.164,167 Further research is needed to ensure that decontamination and reuse of PPE can be done effectively and efﬁciently
without compromising safety. Alternatively, identifying existing PPE
or developing new PPE that can be worn safely and effectively for
extended periods of time (such as powered air-purifying respirators)
should be further investigated.
Despite attempts at understanding how to handle IP issues associated with COVID-19, the ﬁnancial ramiﬁcations incurred by health
care institutions due to the pandemic may represent the greatest
ongoing challenge. The impact incurred by rising operating costs and
decreasing revenue may very well translate into reduced budgets for
programs such as infection prevention. This may present itself with

cuts to IP stafﬁng, infrastructure resources, product limitations, or
pauses in innovative technologies.168,169

CONCLUSION
Fifty years of IP evolution has brought us to a crossroads in which
we face increasingly diverse and complex issues. This article addresses
many of those issues, providing insight on how to more effectively
improve IP programs, standardize metrics, and better control potential
HAI events in the future. (Table 1 summarizes recommendations for
change in 14 topics of concern.) These advances must be accomplished
with the understanding of the importance of a structure for infection
prevention nationally that spans across the continuum of care from
acute to skilled nursing to ambulatory to postacute settings and which
is resilient to mammoth events such as pandemics. Regardless of
which strategies are considered, IP successes will depend largely on
strong leadership support. A recent analysis of management methods
identiﬁed 3 practices as important facilitators in the prevention of
HAIs170: First involves engagement of executive staff. Establishment of
IP goals by executive leadership emphasizes an organizational priority
among managers and frontline staff and enables open communication
with persons who are empowered to make change. Second addresses
information sharing. Establishment of an organization-wide system to
relay, display, and discuss relevant infection data with frontline staff is
an important activity. Third involves management coaching. The
coaching activities identiﬁed as most needed involve providing staff
with feedback on how to perform clinical care processes correctly and
re-educating staff on best practices for IP. The future success of IP programs will therefore, lay in identifying and implementing cutting edge
program modiﬁcations and best practices while supported by targeted
executive actions.

Table 1
Recommendations for change in infection prevention programs and practice
IP Program Standardization

Surveillance

Hand hygiene

Environmental Contamination

Antibiotic Resistant Organisms

 Based on outcomes based scientiﬁc research (eg, HAI rates, process compliance,
patient satisfaction), establish a standard template for IP programs to support the
replication of best practices, avoid errors, and optimize processes.
 Conduct research focusing on determining IPs time allocation taking into account
variability between health care facilities.
 Conduct research into IP program reporting structure.
 Establish a certiﬁcation process for physicians in IP programs.
 Conduct research to determine ideal IP stafﬁng levels based on essential program components.
 Establish a collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to evaluate HAI
deﬁnitions in order to increase accuracy and reﬂect quality of clinical care and processes.
 Conduct research into methods and training regimens to improve accuracy when conducting
manual surveillance.
 Establish a collaborative association between vendors of automated surveillance software and
the IP community to evaluate the standardization and improvement of HAI accuracy across all
available platforms.
 Review available national and international programs addressing behavior modiﬁcation of health
care personnel for improving hand hygiene.
 Review published studies on hand hygiene improvement strategies that include enhancements
in education, monitoring, infrastructure, and culture.
 Consider the use of automated hand hygiene systems designed to assist in the veriﬁcation of
compliance while providing the ability to track compliance history.
 Review studies addressing limitations in environmental cleaning and conduct a gap analysis to
determine which factors need to be addressed.
 Implement new strategies based on societal guidelines including those addressing the
education of EVS staff to increase cleaning and disinfection.
 Establish facility-speciﬁc acceptable levels of cleaning and disinfection.
 Consider the use of supplemental disinfection technologies taking into consideration. such
factors as cost, stafﬁng needs, time allotments, and effectiveness of disinfection process.
 Using key national and regional information, establish facility-speciﬁc listing of AROs
integrating such information into the EMR in order to expedite isolation, therapy strategies,
and antimicrobial stewardship program review.
 Ensure that the facility receives state and local public health organizations’ timely information
on emerging AROs.
(continued)
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Decolonizing Patients

Decreasing Contact Precautions

Diagnostic Stewardship

HAI Surveillance and Prevention: Bloodstream Infections

HAI Surveillance and Prevention: Nonventilator
Hospital Acquired Pneumonia

HAI Surveillance and Prevention: Ventilator Associated Events

HAI Surveillance and Prevention: Urinary Tract Infections

HAI Surveillance and Prevention: Surgical Site Infections
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 Consider the use of rapid diagnostic technology for AROs; such technologies reduce both
identiﬁcation and antibiotic susceptibility time, therefore expediting isolation protocols and
narrowing antibiotic therapies.
 Consider the use of a universal decolonization strategy for ICU patients (strategy includes use of
CHG bathing in conjunction with a nasal antibiotic/antiseptic regimen).
 Consider the use of a decolonization strategy for non-ICU patients with vascular access
devices (strategy includes use of CHG bathing with or without the use of a nasal
antibiotic/antiseptic regimen).
 Consider the use of a decolonization strategy for patients undergoing cardiac and
orthopedic surgery.
 Consider the use of a decolonization strategy for patients receiving CIED implants;
Conduct further research on decolonization strategies for patients receiving other
types of implants.
 Discontinuing CPs requires health care facilities to assess which AROs are isolatable and
under what conditions (colonized or infected), type of isolation initiated (standard
precautions, enhanced barrier precautions, etc), and whether supplemental strategies are
used that may reduce the risk of transmission.
 Health care facilities should establish protocols for discontinuing CPs based on ARO
transmission risk, organizational priorities, and resources.
 In order for health care facilities to invest in DS, there will be a need for the establishment
of drivers to incentivize implementation, the development of meaningful measures,
and directed leadership support.
 Establish system-wide standardized practice guidelines, jointly written by IPs, microbiologists,
and other key stakeholders, providing guidance in the pre-analytic phase, that is, pathways
for selecting the appropriate test according to patient’s syndrome, methods for obtaining
optimal collection of clinical specimens, and interpreting microbiology results.
 Implement educational efforts on education of nurses to understand the “why” behind
proper culturing techniques, and of physicians on appropriate ordering and interpretation
of test results.
 In order to ensure the integration of all areas of infection management (diagnosis, treatment,
and prevention), establish a uniﬁed stewardship strategy such as reﬂected in the AID
(antimicrobial, IP, and DS) model. The basis of this model is the understanding that outcomes
improve when providers understand and cooperate in implementing a system that promotes
the appropriate test, the right interpretation of a test result, selection of the appropriate
antimicrobial, and administration at the right time.
 Revise order sets in EMRs to reﬂect essential modiﬁcations in testing, to include urine
and blood culture ordering and management protocols.
 Consider evaluating novel methods to reduce blood culture contamination.
 DS interventions related to C difﬁcile testing should include provision of education to
clinicians on what constitutes clinically signiﬁcant diarrhea, the appropriate documentation
of patient bowel movements and use of laxatives, implementation of C difﬁcile order sets
and EMR best practice alerts to assist providers in order to optimize testing and enhance
the identiﬁcation of patients with active disease, and not colonization.
 Establish collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to evaluate
BSI deﬁnitions in order to increase accuracy and reﬂect quality of clinical care and processes.
 Conduct a gap analysis and knowledge assessment to determine educational and process
needs, followed by institution of enhanced maintenance practices.
 Consider evaluating novel technologies that extend the effective antimicrobial period over
the entire recommended duration of an IV dressing.
 Expand NHSN surveillance utilizing the model Hospital Onset Bacteremia, an initiative that
captures BSI events not only related to central lines but to all types of intravascular catheters;
such a strategy may be considered for application to other health care settings such as
extended care facilities.
 Establish a collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to review
published information on the occurrence of NV-HAP events, draft deﬁnitions, and to consider
surveillance trials.
 Consider establishing universal prevention measures including oral care, early and frequent
ambulation, head of bed elevation, and aspiration precautions.
 Establish a collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to evaluate
VAE deﬁnitions in order to increase accuracy and reﬂect quality of clinical care and processes.
 Establish a collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to facilitate the
transition to institute ventilator-associated pneumonia as a requirement for national reporting,
a measure that would incentivize prevention initiatives.
 Establish a collaborative association between NHSN and the IP community to evaluate
UTI deﬁnitions in order to increase accuracy and reﬂect quality of clinical care and processes.
 Establish comprehensive education programs for clinicians emphasizing such important
preanalytic issues as understanding pretest probabilities before obtaining a urinalysis
or culture and incorporating the patient’s symptoms in the decision process regardless
of the clinical setting.
 Establish standardized methods of urine collection for both catheterized and
noncatheterized patients.
 Establish laboratory processes for carefully reviewing urinalysis ﬁndings prior
to processing a urine specimen for culture.
 Conduct research to better understand the urinalysis parameters that should
trigger a urine culture.
 Conduct research to better understand the incidence of UTI and associated antimicrobial
treatment in populations at risk for misdiagnosis (eg, ambulatory or long-term settings).
 Consider establishment of an advanced, evidence-based surgical care bundle, with new
measures to include preadmission CHG shower/cleansing, weight-based antimicrobial
(continued)
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prophylaxis, a nasal decolonization strategy, perioperative supplemental oxygen,
maintenance of normothermia, glycemic control, and use of antimicrobial sutures.
 Conduct research addressing the appropriate control of patients with emerging diseases to
include methodologies to improve early identiﬁcation, surge management, isolation including
use, necessity, and alternate technologies for AIIRs, transportation of patients, selection, proper
use, and reprocessing issues related to such PPE items as facepiece respirators, employee
exposure management, waste management, internal and external communication
enhancement, initiation and duration of quarantine, effective environmental decontamination,
and identiﬁcation of AGPs that pose greatest risk of organism transmission.

AGP, Aerosol generating procedures; AIIR, Airborne infection isolation rooms; ARO, antibiotic-resistant organism; BSI, Bloodstream Infections; CHG, chlorhexidine gluconate; CIED,
cardiac implantable electronic devices; CPs, contact precautions; DS, Diagnostic Stewardship; EMR, electronic medical records; EVS, environmental services staff; HAI, healthcare
associated infections; IP, infection prevention; NV-HAP, Nonventilator hospital acquired pneumonia; NNHS, The National Healthcare Safety Network; PPE, Personal Protective Equipment; UTI, Urinary tract infection; VAE, ventilator associated events.
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